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Wkh the elimination of underground nuclear testing and declining defense budgets, science-based
u

stockpile stewardship requires increased reliance on modeling and simulation of weapons systems.
The Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) is a critical component of the Stockpile
Stewardship and Management Program for DOE. This ASCI initiative will apply the technologies
needed to shift from test-based methods to experimentally validated computation-based methods
of assessment and certification. The ASCI will serve a major integration role for the Science-Based
Stockpile Stewardship Program with the development of advanced simulation capabilities.

At %rda N-ational Labs, the ASCI-funded High Performance Electrical Modeling and Simu-
lation (HPEMS) project is developing the software tools and environments for electrical modeling
and simulation. The present capabilities will be si=tificantly expanded by using massively paral-
lel computational resources. The primary technical challenge is to enable accurate, robust, and
efficient circuit simulations which encompass the desie~ constraints of nuclear weapons electrical
systems. Accurately characterizing nuclear weapons electrical systems requires incorporation of ac-
curate physical effects models into electrical modeling and simtiation codes. Where possible, we
use models derived from first principles. l%esent capabilities of simulation codes are very limited.
The requirement for high fidelity, full physics simulations encompassing electrical systems from the
component level up to the full systems level will result in very large models. Also, the inclusion of
par&itic effects, necessa~~ for accurate modeling of fast radiation transients, within circuit models
wilI dramatically increase the size of those models. Hence, the computing resources of massively
parallel machines will be required to meet the demands of the simulations. The strategy is to develop
device and circuit simulation codes that implement radiation and aging models and modern efficient
solution algorithms on massively parallel machines.

The purpose of this paper is to present the ilrst results of this ongoing work. We present a
newly developed ASCI-level SPICE analog circuit code’ called CHILESPICE including a new built-
in bipoIar junction transistor (BJT) photocurrent modeI based on the 1992 work of Wunsch and
Axness [1]. Users may insert their radiation models of choice into CHILESPICE. We selected

. the Wunsch/Axness model and incorporated it into CHILESPICE so as to allow direct use of an
arbitrarily shaped pulse of ionizing radiation. One advantage of this feature is that digitized wave-
shape data from a fast detector in an experiment can be directly used as the radiation input time
history.

The first section of this paper describes 1) the development of CHILESPICE, 2) how the pho-
tocurrent model has been inserted diTe@ly into the device source code, and 3) plans for additional
circuit code development as part of our longer-term HPEMS project. The next section describes the
improved Wunsch/Ayness photocurrent model. Here, as in all analytical photocurrent models in use
today, certain effects that occur at high dose rates such as Auger recombination are not included.
JVe also describe ongoing work to extend Wunsch/Axness to higher dose rates by using numerical
codes such as DAVIATC1as a guide. The advantages of using an analytical photocurrent model such

1Sandia is a multi-program laboratory operated Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for
the G. S. Dept. of Energy under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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as Wunsch/Axness in CHILESPICE are 1) simulation times are short as compared to using 2-D and
3-D numerical codes, and so fairly complex circuits can be simulated, and 2) the photocurrent model
is first-principle and the solutions are exact. The disadvantages are 1) the solutions are limited to
the type of device (i.e. ID abrupt np junction) and parameter range (i.e. low-injection) considered
in the mathematical model, 2) full device physical characterizations are required, and 3) error can
be introduced because approximations in doping profiles or device geometry must often be made.
Finally, we note that the experimental data presented in this paper are intended primarily to illus-
trate the code feature of arbitrary radiation pulse shape, not to state that the code is validated or to
give the expected accuracy at any dose rate. A comprehensive code validation effort, with a range
of BJTs and experimental conditions, is ongoing and not available for inclusion in this paper. Vali-
dation results should be available from the authors for a limited range of BJT devices at some time
in the future. CHILESPICE, even without the radiation model, represents an important advance in
analog circuit code capability.

CHILESPICE Development

CHILESPICE, the circuit simulation code under development at Sandia National Laboratories, is
derived from BerkeIey SPICE3f5. CHILESPICE is being deveIoped for shared memory parallel ma-
chines and implementations are currently available for the SGI 0rigin2000, Compaq/DEC machines
running Digital U-nix, Sun/Solaris machines, and Linux machines. In the latter case, CHILESPICE
runs in serial mode only.

A circuit can be described by its constitutive equations which are its branch equations together
with the equations of Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws. A branch contains a single device and
the circuit nodes’ to which it is attached, the branch equation describes the behavior of the device.
Equations suitable for numerical analysis of the circuit, called the Modified Nodal Equations (MNE),
are derived from the constitutive equations’ by rewriting the branch voltages and as many of the
branch currents as possible in terms of the node voltages. SPICE3f5 solves the MNE by performing
a Newton iteration at each time step of a calculation. At each h’ewton iteration, the equations for
each device are lineariz~dj the linear terms are loaded into system matrices (the “load phase”), and
the resuIting linear system is solved (the “solve phase”).

The load phase is highly parallel since the contribution of each device to the system matrices can
be determined independently of all other devices in the circuit. However, the CPU time required to
compute the contributions to the system matrices varies widely from device to device. Hence, ineffi-
ciencies can arise in paraflelizing the load phase if the computations are not balanced. CHILESPICE
accomplishes the parallelization of the load phase by first distributing an equal number of devices
to each processor assigned to the task regardless of device type. Computational load balance during
this phase is achieved dynamically by generating timing data for each device on each processor. At

. .a subsequent time step the devices are redistributed to balance the computational cost. The process
is repeated until the load phase is computationally balanced. ‘The shared memory parallelism of
CHILESPICE implies that no data need actually be transferred to redistribute the devices although
it still requires an interruption in the computation and hence has a cost associated with it. To reduce
this cost, the time between redistributions is lengthened at each iteration.

Since the branch equations for a, d:vice in general involve only its branch voltage and current
and those of a very few other branches, the linear system generated by the NLNE will generally
be sparse (the system matrix has very few non-zero terms). Hence, special purpose sparse linear
system solvers are used during the solve phase. In the serial case, direct sparse solvers are preferred
for their stability In the parallel case, a wide range of direct and iterati~e parallel solvers are
available. Currently, CHILESPICE uses a parallelization of the serial sparse direct solver used in
SPICE3f5. The parallelization of this solver was performed at Sandia National Laboratories. The
shared memory parallelization of the load and solve phase is depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Diagram contrasting traditional SPICE models on the left with the shared-memory par-
allelized version, CHILESPICE, on the right, which runs on multiple processors.

Scalability of parallel codes is a measure of the efficiency of the parallelization of the code.
Scalability is investigated by examining the speedup of a code. The speedup is expressed as the
ratio of the time to run the code using 1 processor to the time to run on P processors. A speedup of
P for P processors is the best that can be achieved. A code is said to be scalable if it nearly achieves
this speedup for an arbitrary number of processors. In practice, most codes will be reasonably
scalable only for a limited-number of processors. U-singmore than that number will give diminishing
returns in speedup and, in fact, may eventually cause the code to slow down. The speedups for
CHILESPICE on a DEC 8400 are 2.3 for four processors and 3.0 on 8 processors. These speedups
indicate that the CHILESPICE code is not highly scalable. We attribute this poor scalability to
the solve phase. The load phase has achieved a speedup of 10.0 on 16 processors. Current sparse
parallel direct solvers are limited in their scalability. A more scalable, but less stable, alternative is a
paraIlel iterative solver. Careful ordering of the system equations and a good matrix preconditioned
are critical to achieving good results from a parallel iterative solver. Current work is addressing
these issues.

Several additional capabilities have been added to aid CHILESPICE de~’elopers and users.
CHILESPICE will now periodically save the state of an ongoing analysis. The user can restart
an interrupted analysis from a saved point. Other dia=mostics of less interest to the general user but
which will aid in code improvements include convergence information for the .Newton iteration that
governs the linearization of the nonligear system of circuit equations, and information regarding the
iterative solver when that is the option, selected to solve the linear system.

Future Work

We are currently in the process of designing a next generation HPENIS circuit simulator to be
known as the XyceT’~l circiiit simulator. Xyce will 1) handle larger circuits than CHILE SPICE, 2) be
faster by up to a factor of 100 or more depending on circuit size (larger circuits will achieve greater
speedup), and 3) address several difficulties encountered with the SPICE3fi based CHILESF’ICE
circuit simulator. The Xyce circuit simulator will ~ object-oriented and implemented in C++. This
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approach will enable more straightforward updates to the code in the event of future algorithmic
improvements in the solution of nonlinear and linear equations. Also, the object-oriented approach
allows more localized changes for the addition of new devices to the circuit simulator rather than
the widespread and, hence, potentially error prone changes needed for SPICE3f5 de~ices. The
Xyce circuit simulator will be a distributed memory application, but able to run in parallel on
both distributed memory and shared memory machines. Thus, it is more general than the shared
memory only CHILESPICE code. Xyce will take advantage of tools for load balancing on dktributed
memory machines that will allow near optimization of load balance for both the load and solve phase
of the simulation. All radiation models being incorporated into CHILE SPICE. such as the improved
Wunsch/Axness model described below, will automatically be carried forward into our Xyce code.
Finally, Xyce will be embedded in a problem solving environment that will manage coupling to other
codes that simulate other physical effects such as electromagnetic pulses.

Incorporation of the Wunsch-Axness p-n junction Photocurrent Model into
CHILESPICE

We are interested in modeling radiation-induced photocurrents generated in re~ersebias np junc-
tions within diodes and transistors. In this paper we focus on the BJT. In the absence of one’s ability
to make SPICE source code modifications, a primary photocurrent would normally be added to a
BJT manually in the circuit description. This is usually done by first zeroing the base resistance
in the BJT model statement, and then adding a custom current source between the circuit nodes
attached to the base and collector of the BJT [8]. The base resistor is then added back into SPICE
outside the device model. The primary photocurrent due to the base-emitter junction couid also be
added in this way, but we ignore this term since it is expected to provide a small contribution to
the total photocurrent. An alternative to this approach is direct modification to the CHILESPICE
source code to include the Wunsch-i%mess photocurrent term to the Gurnmel-Peon BJT model. In
this case, the photo current is enabled by setting appropriate Wunsch-.&mess model parameters in
the BJT model statement of a netlist description of a circuit. The Gummel-Peon BJT model with a
photocurrent driver (lPP for primary photocurrent ) is depicted in figure 2. ‘The new implementation
of t~e Wunsch-Axness pri&ary photocurrent model within CHILESPICE includes the superposition
of multiple rectangular pulses to define an arbitrarily-shaped transient radiation puke. This dis-
cretization is an approximation to the arbitrary time-dependent integral solution, equation (12) of
Wunsch-Axness [1].

The response of a semiconductor np junction upon introduction of excess carriers is described by
the ambipolar transport equation [2] and has been investigated by a number of researchers [3 – 8).
Under the assumption of charge neutrality the excess minority carrier concemration is

6p(z, t) = p(z,t) – po = n.(z. t) – 77’(J (1)

where p. is the pre-irradiation distribution of holes, no is the pre-irradiation distribution of electrons
and p(x, t) is the distribution of carriers at time t. Assuming a uniformly-doped de~-ice which may
be approximated by a ID structure, and the Einstein relation betm-een diffusion coefficients and
nobilities, the ambipolar diffusion equation becomes [2].

(2)

where D*, p“, T“ are the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. ambipolar mobility, and the ambipolar
lifetime, respectively, and E is the total electric field o~-erthe reqlon. The generation of radlation-
induced excess carriers is described by the term g(z. t). The ambipolar parameters are #\-en by the
equations [2] .

(no + PO+ 2$P) D~Dp
~“ = (no+ 6P) D. i- (p. +- 6P) D,

(3)
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Figure 2: Gummel-Peon model of a Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) as implemented in CHILE-
SPICE. The photocurr@ response from the transient radiation model is given by the lPP term.
The unlabeled model parameters are standard and may be found in most semiconductor device
textbooks.

‘.

(no – Po) !-w%
‘“ = (720+ 6P)/%+ (PO+@) PP

(4)

and r“ is defined by

b-p po + 15p pa no + bp no— =— —— =— —— (’5)
7-” ‘rp I-po l-n ‘rno

where rPo and rno are the equilibrium hole and electron lifetimes and Tp and Tn are the post-

irradlation hole and electron lifetimes, respectively. For strongly extrinsic material under low-level
dose-rate conditions, ~“ becomes rpo for n-type material and i-no, for p-type material [2]. In high-
energy radiation environments, char& generation is spatially uniform, and g becomes a function of
t only. The,ambipolar diffusion equation is typically used to describe transport outside the depleted
region of the device. ~~nderreverse-bias con~tions, the strong field within the depleted region collects

carriers very rapidly compared to the slower diffusion-dominated collection in the undepleted areas
of the device, and the assumption of instantaneous collection is often used for carriers falling in the
depleted region [1, 3 – 8] We make the same assumption here.

For an ohmic contact at x = XI and the depletion region edge at x = O (see fiewe 3), the
boundary condition for equation (2) in the undep&eted n–type region is 6P(ZI, t) = 6P(O,t) = O. For



low to moderate dose rates such that the condition of low-injection is met (6P << PO), the ambipolar
coefficients become the minority carrier coefficients in equation (2). For the n-type region of a p-n
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Figure 3: A np junction diode with depletion width W, and n and p ohmic regions of width xl and
xz, respectively.

diode the dominant component is the minority carrier hole current densit>-, JP, -where

. mp(z, t)
JP = -qDP ~z + qbp(xj t)/LP-En (6)

and DP, pP, and rP are the minority carrier diffusion, mobility, and liferime, respecti~-ely. and q = 1.6
~ 10– 19 coulombs. & is the ohmic field over this region. A simiiar expression applies for J.,

with p agd n reversed and a sign change on the second term. Under the depletion approximation
the photocurrent contributions from the p-region, n-region and deplerion region are considered
independently. The total photocurrent density is the sum of the comributions from the three regions, .

Jtota! = JP + Jn + JdeP~ (7)

where the subscripts p and n denote the minority carrier current densities. For the case of a reverse-
biased diode under constant radiation pulse of dose rate go, charge-collection from a depletion region
of width W is instantaneous relative to the diffusion photo currenrs in the undepleted regions and
Jd.Pt R qgoW as shown in [1,3]. For. the case where the field, En, outside the deple!ion region is
assumed negligible, Jtot.l is given as (12) of [1],

where

an = (2; – 1)%2/(p2 + 1 @)
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and

bn = (Zn – l)%r2/&2 + 1 (lo)

for a step function input of g(t) = go. The parameters <P= xl /LP and & = zz/L~ where LP =

G and L. = = are the minority carrier diffusion lengths. The parameters xl and Z2
are the undepleted thicknesses of the n— and p— type regions of the diode. The minority carrier
parameters in the n– type region are subscripted with p while those of the p–type region are
subscripted with n. We discretize the input transient radiation pulse into a set of rectangukw pulses
and use linear superposition (see (11) of [1]) of the photo current response to a single step function
to model an arbitrary time-dependent pulse.

Application to the 2N2907 BJT switching transistor

As a first step to validate our photocurrent model we compare the currents from the analytical
model to the experimentally-measured base-collector current of a 2N2907 bipolar transistor irra-
diated by an x-ray pulse at the SPHINX pulsed-power bremsstrahlung source at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL). There were a number of difficulties in application of a simplified np junction
model to this device. One difficulty was that the carrier collection occurs over a three-dimensional
volume, whereas the model is only one-dimensional. W-emodeled current collection from base sides
using an additional reversed-bias n+ /p– diode with depth-averaged doping characteristics of the
n-well and pepi region. The width of this diode was set approximately equal to the depth of the
n-well and depth of the diode equal to the well perimeter. Figure 4 illustrates the way in which we
modeled 3-D charge collection with our 1-D modeI.

Another difficulty occurred in the modeling of the p– /p+ epi substrate. Figure 5 illustrates
the manner in which charge collection in the epi/substrate collector of the reversebiased n/p– /p+
diode was conducted. The simple np junction model of [1] assumes uniformly doped p and n
regions with an abrupt junction separation. Collection from the sides of the n+ base is similarly
modeled. The 2N2907, as *well as many devices made on epi, has a “transition” region that extends
a few microns from the lightly-doped p– to the highly-doped p+ region. At present we model this
region by,computing the width of the depletion region in the p- region tiom the abrupt np junction
approximation using the peak n+ doping (2 x 1017 /cm.3) and p– = 1,5 x 1015/cnz3, We then assume
an “effective” value of pejf to simulate both the undepleted transition region and p+ substrate. The
selection -of this value is somewhat subjective. For a highly-doped substrate, diffusion of carriers to
the epi/transition region will be limited. A value of p,ff that results in a minority carrier diffusion
length approximately equal to the depth of the undepleted region was chosen. This assumption can
be a source of error in our model since the p-/p+ difision length is highly dependent upon this

“ “effective” value. Finally, we note that for lightly-doped epi regions that high-injection conditions
ecist in the epi region over most radiation dose regimes. Work is ongoing to extend our model to
take into account both the transition region and high-injection conditions (including an ohmic field)
in the epi region. A numerical model, DAVINCI [10] is being used to validate the analytic model.

Fi.gu-e 6 shows a comparison between the measured and CEHLIZSPICE modeled base-collector
photocurrent after a 200 ns length, ‘4.5 x 107 rad(Si)/s dose-rate pulse at the CRANE LINAC.
The radiation pulse time history as measured by a fast PIA’ detector (not shown), was virtually
identical in shape and duration to the 2N2907 photocurrent output pulse. The device under test
was biased at O V and the emitter was open. As may be seen the agreement in this case of a low
dose-rate pulse is very reasonable. A total of four devices were tested. The test fkture utilized
low inductance instrumentation and conformed to the ASTM standard (F675-91) for measuring
transient photocurrents in np junctions. The pulses from all devices have similar shapes and the
measured peak photocurrents were 2.9, 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 mA, respectively. It is apparent that the peak
photocurrent is only slightly underestimated by the analytic model for this dose rate. One possible

7
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional cross section of the charge collection volume as modeled using 1-D pn
junction diode representations.

reason for this underestimation may be that there is no photocollection near the device corners (see
Fiegure4). Another is that the photocolIection from the transition region may be underestimated.

Fiegyu-e7a shows the measured and computed base-collector photocurrent in an experiment using
the SPHINX flash x-ray source at SNL. The 2N2907 BJT was reverse-biased at 6 Volts and the
emitter was open during the experiment. The same low inductance test fixture was used here but
the very fast x-ray pulse of SPHINX (pulse width of 6-10 ns, rise and fall times of -- 2 ns) was
measured’ -using a photo conducting diode (PCD). The PCD can resolve sub-nanosecond structure so
the complex waveform shown in figure 7b represents the real time history of the radiation pulse for
the experimental 2N2907 photocurrent waveform shown in figure 7a. The bremsstrahlung diode in

“ SPHINX was operating erratically during this test series and so the radiation output typically had
“a strong first part followed by a smaller highly structured tail. Normally, the SPHINX pulses are
more regularly shaped, although still with some structure. These highly structured pulses can be
directly entered into CHILESPICE with as many time steps as desired to preserve the time history.
The peak dose rate for this ptdse was 7.6E8 rad(Si)/s.

We note that there is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results for the
recovery phase of the pulse indicating that the diffusion models are fairly accurate. The calculated
peak current is only about 60% of the measured peak current and the measured peaks are somewhat
retarded with respect to the computed peak. These differences may be explained by some of the
inadequacies of the simple np junction model in modeling the complexities of a n/p-/p+ junction.
For example, the difference in the magnitude of the peak currents is likely due to the fact that high-
injection conditions exist in the p– region. These conditions tend to extend the equilibrium depletion
region deeper into the p– region dynamically as may be seen through numerical simulations [9]. The
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Figure 5: 2NT2907bipolar junction transistor (BJT) base collector model, illustrating measured
(points) [11] and modeled doping profiles. The n+ peak doping is an estimate from Solecon Latm-
ratories [11] . The p+ emitter (not shown), p– epi and p+ substrate doping profiles are estimated
from measured spreading resistance proiiles [11].
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extension of the depIetion region in turn produces a substantially greater depletion current and an
increase in overall charge collection since recombination is reduced in the depletion region. The
premature peaking of the computed photocurrent may be due in part to an oversimplified model of
photocollection in the depletion region or possibly to the time-dependent expansion of the depletion
zone. We -are addressing these problems by developing a model that considers the full n/p-/p+
doping profile and that accounts for high-injection conditions in the p– epi region. We are also in
the process of computing simulations with experiments for a wider range of SPHINX and LINAC

. data where we intend to cover four different pulse widths and a range of dose rates from 107 to the
high 1o11 levels.

Contribution to the State of the Art and Summary

Our newly-developed ASCI-level SPICE code called CHILESPICE allows circuit desiaaers to
work with larger circuits using less ‘c~rnputer time than previously possible. Users may insert
their radiation models of choice. We have included the Wunsch--.bness photocurrent model in
conjunction w-ith the Gummel-Peon BJT model and are able to model an arbitrarily shaped radiation
pulse. Comparison of the measured data and model calculations show reasonable agreement at low-
dose rates but the model does not capture high-frequency components of the response at dose
rates on the order of 108 – 109 or higher. Quantitative comparison at high dose rates (> 1010
rad(Si)/s) awaits future work. We postulate that the difference between measured and computed
photocurrent response for the 2N2907 BJT at 796 x 108 rad(Si)/s is due to the ohmic field and
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Figure 6: 2N2907 base-collector photocurrent, measured and CHILESPICE modeled, after a 200 ns,
4.5 x 107 rad(Si)/s input pulse. The device was biased at OV. Peak photocurrent for this shot (one
of four, see text) was –0.34 mA.

high-injection effects in the lightly doped epi region. We are currently working on ~-alidating this
model in CTIILESPICE and extending the analytic np junction model to a n/p– /p~ diode model
and high dose-rate conditions.
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Figure 7: a) Photocurrent response of a 6V reverse-biased 2N2907 bipolar junction transistor (BJT)
to the radiation pulse shown in figure 7b. The solid line is the measured photocurrent ad the
-dash-dot line is the computed photocurrent. The p&es were translated so that t = O. b) 31easured
voltage on a photo conducting diode (P CD) was used to measure the dose-rate of the pulse. A peak
dose-rate of 7.6 x 108 rad(Si)/s was computed based on this data and total dose measurements taken
from a TLD. The time history structure is due to operational factors of the SPHI>W flash x-ray
source (see text). The full wave shape was used as input to CHILESPICE for the radiation time
history (- 150 time steps),
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